We propose a linguistically driven approach to represent discourse relations in Chinese text as sequences. We observe that certain surface characteristics of Chinese texts, such as the order of clauses, are overt markers of discourse structures, yet existing annotation proposals adapted from formalism constructed for English do not fully incorporate these characteristics. We present an annotated resource consisting of 325 articles in the Chinese Treebank. In addition, using this annotation, we introduce a discourse chunker based on a cascade of classifiers and report 70% top-level discourse sense accuracy.
Introduction
Discourse relations refer to the relations between units of text at document level. As a key for language processing, they are used in tasks such as automatic summerization, sentiment analysis and text coherence assessment Trivedi and Eisenstein, 2013; Yoshida et al., 2014) . While discourse-annotated English resources are available, resources in other languages are limited. In this work, we present the linguistic motivation behind the Chinese discourse annotated corpus we constructed, and preliminary experiments on discourse chunking of Chinese.
Related Work
Major discourse annotated resources in English include the RST Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001) and the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) . The RST Treebank represents discourse relations in a tree structure, where a satellite text span is related to a nucleus text span.
On the other hand, the Penn Discourse Treebank represents discourse structure in a predicateargument-like structure, where discourse connectives (DCs) relates two text spans (Arg1 and Arg2). Under this framerodk, covert discourse relations are represented by implicit DCs.
PDTB's annotation scheme is adapted by the recently released Chinese Discourse Treebank (CDTB) (Zhou and Xue, 2015) . Other efforts to exploit Chinese discourse relations include crosslingual annotation projection based on machine translation or word-aligned parallel corpus (Zhou et al., 2012; . Combinition of the RST and PDTB formalisms is also proposed. Zhou et al. (2014) adds the distinction of satellite and nucleus to PDTB-style annotation, and Li et al. (2014b) labels the connectives in an RST tree.
Motivation
Interpretation of discourse relations, as of other linguistic structures, is subject to the surface form of the text. We notice that Chinese discourse structures are expressed by certain surface features that do not exist in English.
First of all, Chinese sentences are sequences of clauses, typically separated by punctuations. Each clause can be considered a discourse argument. Above the clause level, Chinese sentences (marked by '。') are also units of discourse (Chu, 1998) . When presented with texts where periods and commas are removed, native Chinese speakers disagree with where to restore them (Bittner, 2013) . The actual sentence segmentation of the text thus represents the spans of discourse arguments intended by the writer and should be taken into account.
Secondly, it is well known that syntactical structure is presented by word order in Chinese -so is discourse. While the Arg1 can occur before or after Arg2 in English, arguments predominantly occur in fixed order in Chinese, depending on the logical relation. For example, the same concession relation can be expressed by both constructions (1) and (2) in English, but only construction (1) is acceptable in Chinese.
1. 虽然 (suiran, although) Arg2 , Arg1 .
2. Arg1 , 虽然 (suiran ,although) Arg2 .
According to Chinese linguistics, adjunct clauses and discourse adverbials always precede the main clauses (Gasde and Paul, 1996; Chu and Ji, 1999) . The clauses are semantically arranged in a topic-comment sequence following the writer's conceptual mind (Tai, 1985; Bittner, 2013) . When the arguments are not arranged in the standard order, the sense of the DC is altered. For example, when '虽 然' (suiran, although' is used in construction (2), it represents an 'expansion' relation (Huang et al., 2014) . Therefore, discourse relations should be defined given the order of the arguments.
Lastly, parallel DCs are frequent in Chinese discourse, yet usually either one DC of the pair occurs to signify the same relation (Zhou et al., 2014) . For example, (3) and (4) are grammatical alternatives to (1).
Instead of viewing '虽然 (suiran, although) -但是 (danshi, but)' as a pair of parallel DCs, they can be regarded individually as a forward-linking (fwlinking) DC and a backing linking (bw-linking) DC. A fw-linking DC relates its attached discourse unit to a later coming unit, while a bw-linking DC relates its attached discourse unit to a previous unit. Findings in linguistic studies also show that fw-linking DCs only link discourse units within the sentence boundary. On the other hand, bwlinking DCs can link a discourse unit to a preceding unit within or outside the sentence boundary, except when it is paired with a fw-linking DC (Eifring, 1995) .
To summarize, in contrast with the ambiguous arguments in English, punctuations and limitations on DC usage explicitly mark certain discourse structure in Chinese. Section 2 illustrates the design of our annotation scheme driven by these constraints.
Sequential discourse annotation
We propose to follow the natural discourse chains in Chinese and annotate discourse structure as a sequence of alternating arguments and DCs. This section highlights the main differences of our scheme comparing with other frameworks.
Arguments
Each clause separated by punctuations except quotation marks is treated as a candidate argument. Clauses that do not function as discourse units are classified into 3 types -attribution, optional punctuation and non-discourse adverbial.
The main difference of our annotation scheme is that the the order of the arguments for each DC is defined by default. Since the arguments of a particular discourse relation occur in fixed order and are always adjacent, each argument is related to the immediately preceding argument by a bwlinking DC. In turn, the DC in the first clause of a sentence links the sentence to the previous one, preserving the 2 layer structure denoted by punctuations. An implicit bw-linking DC is inserted if the clause does not contain an explicit DC.
Another characteristic of our annotation is that 'parallel DCs' are annotated separately as one fwlinking DC and one bw-linking DC. Implicit bwlinking DCs are inserted , if possible, even the relation is already marked by a fw-linking DC in the previous argument 1 . In other words, duplicated annotation of one relation is allowed. This helps create more valid samples to capture various combinations of Chinese DCs. When an argument spans more than one discourse units, a fw-linking DC is used to mark the start of the span. Similarly, an implicit DC is inserted if necessary.
Connectives
There is a large variety of DCs in Chinese and their syntactical categories are controversial. Huang et al. (2014) reports a lexicon of 808 DCs, 359 of which found in the data. Since many DCs signal the same relation, we adopt a functionalist approach to label DC senses.
In this approach, a DC does not limit to any syntactical category. Annotators are asked to perform a linguistic test by replacing a candidate expression with an unambiguous and preferably frequent DC of similar sense, which we call a 'main DC'. If the replacement is acceptable, then the expression is identified as a DC and the sense is categorized under the 'main DC'.
For example, '尤为' and '特别是' (youwei, tebieshi, in particular / especially) are categorized under '尤其 ' (youqi, in particular), if the annotator agrees that they are interchangeable in the context. The list of main DCs is not pre-defined but is constructed in the course of annotation. Based on the assigned 'main DC', each DC instant is categorized into the 4 main senses defined in PDTB: contingency, comparison, temporal, and expansion.
The discourse and syntactical limitations of the DCs are considered in the replaceability test. For example, the following pairs are not labeled the same 'main DC' even the signaled discourse relation is the same: • Placed before v.s. after subject: 却 (Que but) and 但是 (danshi but)
The list of 'main DCs' is not pre-defined but is constructed in the course of annotation; an expression is registered as another 'main DC' if it cannot be replaced. Note that expressions that are considered as 'alternative lexicalizations' in PDTB or CDTB are also categorized as explicit connectives, if they pass the replaceability test. Otherwise, an implicit DC, chosen from the list of 'main DCs', is inserted.
Annotation results
Materials of the corpus are raw texts of 325 articles (2353 sentences) from the Chinese Treebank (Bies et al., 2007) . Errors that affect the annotation process, namely punctuation errors that lead to wrong segmentation, have been corrected. 201 DCs are identified in our data, of which 66 are fw-linking DCs. The DCs are categorized into 73 'main DCs' and 22 have ambiguous 2 the 2 pairs are treated as 4 different DCs.
senses (labelled with more than one 'main DCs'). The distribution of the tags is shown in 3 End-to-end discourse chunker
Our linguistically driven annotation of discourse structure takes the surface discourse features as ground truth. In particular, we define discourse relations based on default argument order and span. We demonstrate its learnability by building a discourse chunker in the form of a classifier cascade as used in English discourse parsing (Lin et al., 2010) . Features are extracted from the default arguments of each relation. We evaluate the accuracy of each component and the overall accuracy of the final output, classifying up to the 4 main senses. The pipeline consists of 5 classifiers, as shown in Figure 1 , each of which is trained with the relevant samples, e.g. only arguments annotated with explicit DCs are used to train the explicit DC classifier. 289 and 36 articles are used as training and testing data respectively. Features include lexical and syntactical features (bag of words, bag of POS, word pairs and production rules) that have been used in classifying implicit English DCs (Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2010) , and probability distribution of senses for explicit DC classification. The extraction of features is based on automatic parsing by the Stanford Parser (Levy and Manning, 2003) . We also use the surrounding discourse relations as features, hypothesizing that certain relation sequences are more likely than others. The classifiers are trained by SVM with a linear kernel using the LIBSVM package (Chang and Lin, 2011) . Table 2 shows the accuracies of individual classifiers tested on relevant samples. Results based on predictions by the most frequent class are listed as baseline (BL). As expected, implicit relations (IMP) are much harder to classify than explicit relations (EXP). The classification result of non-discourse-unit segments (Non-dis or not) is similar to the preliminary report of Li et al. (2014b) (averaged F1 88.8%, accuracy 89.0%).
Results per component
Step 
End-to-end evaluation
We run the classifiers from Steps 1-5. After
Step 1, identified non-discourse-unit segments are joined as one argument and features are updated. The discourse context features are also updated after each step based on last classifier's output. The tag of a fw-linking DC is switched to the next segment, as a relation connecting the next segment to the current one. The current segment is thus passed to the implicit classifier, given that there is not any bw-linking DCs. For applications that need discourse, it may not be necessary to distinguish between explicit and implicit relations. Thus, we combine the outputs of the explicit and implicit classifiers when evaluating the end-to-end outputs. Specifically, the pipeline outputs one of the 4 discourse senses or 'non-discourse-unit' across a segment boundary, while the reference can be more than one, since duplicated annotation is allowed. The system prediction is considered correct if it is included in the gold tag set. The combined outputs are evaluated in terms of accuracy. Table 3 shows the classification accuracies evaluated by the above principle under different error propagation settings. For example, given gold identification of non-discourse segments (Step 1) and explicit DC classifier (Step 2), classification of the 4 main explicit sense reaches accuracy of 0.854, but is dropped to 0.800 if step 1 and step 2 are automatic 3 .
It is observed that errors are generally propagated along the pipeline. Similar to the finding in English (Pitler et al., 2009) , the discourse context as predicted by earlier classifiers does not affect the later steps -the results are the same based on gold or automatic outputs. The end-to-end accuracy of the proposed pipeline is 65.7% and the baseline (classify all as 'expansion') is 50.0%. Accuracies non-disexp/impexplicitnon-disimplicit over or not /non-dis senses types senses -all
Step 2-way 3-way 4-way 3-way 4-way 5-way 4 Gold Gold Gold Gold . Finally, we experimented with different variations of the pipeline, as shown in Table 4 . The best result (70.1% accuracy), is obtained by classifying implicit DCs and non-discourse units in one step. For comaprison, Huang and Chen (2011) reports an accuracy of 88.28% on 4-way classification of inter-sentential discourse senses, and Huang and Chen (2012) reports an accuracy of 81.63% on 2-way classification of intra-sentential contingency vs comparison senses.
Note that the result is much degraded if we train one 5-way classifier to classify all relations. This shows that explicit and implicit DCs ought to be treated separately, even though we do not concern about distinguishing them in the final output.
Pipeline variations
Overall 5-way acc. steps [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .657 combine steps 1-5
.549 switch steps 1 & 2 .697 switch steps 1 & 2 + combine steps 4&5 .701 Table 4 : 5-way accuracies of modified pipelines
Conclusion
This work presents the annotation principles of our Chinese discourse corpus based on linguistics analysis. We propose to embrace the overt sequential features as ground truth discourse structures, and categorize DCs by their discourse functions. Based on the manually annotated corpus, we built and evaluate a classifier cascade that classifies explicit and implicit relations and the results support that our annotation is tractably learnable. The annotation is available at http://cl.naist.jp/nldata/zhendisco/.
